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InTRoduCTIon
Despite being one of the most visible processes in municipal government, agenda 
management continues to cause logistical nightmares for clerks and department 
managers. The pressure to assemble and distribute agenda packets before every 
meeting leaves no room for error—and yet, municipalities continue to use manual, 
paper-based processes to create, approve and publish these massive documents.

Enterprise content management (ECM) streamlines the formerly paper- and time-
intensive steps of creating, reviewing, preparing and archiving meeting agendas. 
Employees can submit agenda items through online forms, easily revise electronic 
documents and collaborate on revisions, increasing oversight through immediate 
access to information. With automated agenda management, city clerks can spend 
more time on citizen-focused tasks, such as Freedom of Information Act requests, 
and less time printing and scanning thousands of documents every meeting cycle.

Though ECM software offers clear advantages over manual agenda processing, 
municipal employees aren’t always excited to adopt new, unfamiliar technology. 
Effective change management ensures that the transition to an automated agenda 
process won’t be an uphill battle.

Here are five steps that will ensure the successful implementation of an automated 
agenda management system. 
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Step 1:

Establish ownership of 
the Project
Identifying a project owner and project champion is the first critical step toward 
successful agenda management automation. While the project owner handles 
daily operations, the project champion shares the vision of automation with 
stakeholders and gathers support.

Both project leaders should be able to:

 } Effectively communicate with all involved departments, including IT.

 } Understand the needs of end users who will be using the new system  
and process daily.

 } Express the value of automation to stakeholders across the municipality. 

 } Identify early advocates of automation and enlist their help in gaining support.

Along with these criteria, the project leaders must understand that the 
biggest challenge to automating any process is user resistance. Jennett 
Mays, Communications Coordinator at the Township of Springwater, Canada, 
emphasizes the importance of approaching automation initiatives as strategic 
business opportunities with clearly expressed benefits. “We can train people, we 
can give them the software, but they need to be on board with using it or you’re 
going to have more problems,” says Mays.

By addressing user concerns before diving into the technical details of the project, 
Mays has overseen rapid adoption of ECM across the municipality.
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Step 2:

Secure Buy-In
The project champion should obtain support from all involved departments, not 
just the City Clerk’s office, to realize the full time- and cost-savings of automating 
the agenda management process. To do this, the project champion must 
communicate the shared benefits of automated agenda management, including: 

 } Item submitters easily submit agenda items through an electronic form. 

 } Stakeholders get automatic notification emails when an item requires review.

 } City clerks gain 100% visibility into the process and are easily able to identify 
slow reviewers who need extra follow up.

 } Department heads get better version control so that they can avoid items with 
conflicting edits. 

 } Councilmembers can use their iPads to view agenda packets from  
anywhere, at anytime. 

 } City clerk’s office staff doesn’t have to print and distribute paper copies  
for every meeting.

Janet LeBlanc, Records Administrator, focused on gaining buy-in by improving 
collaboration at the City of Goodyear, AZ. As LeBlanc built a central, digital 
repository to store documents, staff found it increasingly simple to retrieve and 
share records. “We can search by keyword to instantly locate the information we 
need,” says LeBlanc.  

Once employees became comfortable with the repository’s structure and 
functions, more departments began requesting access. With this approach, 
LeBlanc demonstrated immediate value of the system and oversaw its natural, 
incremental adoption.  
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Step 3:

gather Requirements
Once department leaders are on board, the project owner should begin obtaining 
information about the agenda process from end users, stakeholders and any 
other involved parties. In particular, identifying pain points helps the project 
owner separate the essential steps of the process from the non-essential ones.

The project owner should identify:

 } How employees are trained on the agenda management process.

 } How employees actually perform their agenda management-related tasks.

 } Bottlenecks and redundancies in the agenda management process.

In fact, when the Town of Marana, AZ, begins any new technology project, it 
devotes the most time to gathering requirements. It does this by:

 } Asking questions.

 } Gathering sample documents.

 } Identifying who does what when, where and why.

 } Identifying and analyzing the current business process. 

After all, without a comprehensive view of the process, the town’s project owners 
could not knowingly improve it. Due to its systematic implementations and 
widespread use of ECM technology, the Town of Marana won a Top Digital City 
Award in both 2012 and 2013.

Other useful activities during the needs analysis phase include reviewing 
the types of documents that are submitted for agenda packets and taking an 
inventory of all the software applications involved in the process. 
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Step 4:

Map the Process
During this phase, the project owner should work with IT to diagram the agenda 
process. Establishing a workflow diagram can be done in three steps:

1. IT maps out a diagram of the existing process.

2. IT meets with the project owner to highlight the manual steps in the process.

3. IT and stakeholders agree upon the steps that can be automated and improved.

For example, the City of Thousand Oaks, CA, realized its agenda management 
process needed to be clarified as well as automated. In particular, Deputy City 
Clerk Antoinette Mann wanted to reduce the confusion that resulted when 
reviewers made conflicting edits on the same item. 

Using ECM software, Mann established a standard order in which items would 
circulate for review, replaced hardcopy drafts with a single, electronic file and also 
made this file available online. “Now, reviewers have access to other reviewers’ 
comments and suggestions—and they can access them remotely,” says Mann. 
This was not possible in the legacy process, which depended on the submitting 
department to make sense of conflicting edits from disconnected sources.

When looking at the steps that can be improved, don’t forget to consider the 
needs of council members, many of whom prefer viewing a digital version of the 
agenda on a tablet rather than carrying and navigating a heavy print-out.
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The Importance of Integration

As an organization maps out its new process, it must take the integration of new 
software with the organization’s previous software investments into account. The 
project leaders should select an ECM service with the ability to integrate with 
as many pre-existing applications as possible, or face greater pushback when 
employees have difficulty learning an entirely new system.  

A key benefit of using ECM as the integrative “heart” of an automated agenda 
process is that it enables organizations to standardize the central system while 
customizing the delivery of information based on departmental needs, providing 
consistency, security and transparency to users through familiar applications they 
use every day.  

How does this work? Data captured pre-meeting in an agenda management 
system like Granicus or NovusAgenda can be automatically archived back into the 
ECM system, eliminating the need for staff to duplicate work from one system to 
another. Oftentimes, employees are unaware they’re even using an ECM solution. 
For them, ECM is an invisible extension of the primary system. They don’t need 
training on how to use a new software system, nor do they have to waste time 
retrieving paper copies of important records.  
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Step 5:

Train Staff
Switching from a manual to an automated agenda management process requires 
a significant change in employee behavior, but thorough and engaging training 
can help facilitate the transition. Ramsey County, MN, successfully automated 
processes in several departments with the help of its extensive training program.

Ramsey County’s training initiatives include:

 } In-person, department-tailored training classes.

 } Online instructional videos (featuring the cast of The Flintstones).

 } User group meetings in which local ECM users exchange knowledge and 
best practices.

The entertaining quality of Ramsey County’s training helped increase ECM 
adoption and awareness. Rochelle Waldoch, Compliance and Records Manager 
at Ramsey County, says, “Just because something is technical doesn’t mean you 
can’t have fun with it. If people are laughing, they’re paying attention.”
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ConCLuSIon
Business process automation simplifies and expedites the processing, review, 
approval and compilation of agenda items. To ensure stakeholder, department 
leader and end user adoption of ECM, the City Clerk’s office should incorporate 
each of these five steps into its change management strategy.
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REAdy To SEE  
LASERFIChE In ACTIon?
Schedule a free 30-minute demo with a  
Laserfiche document management specialist.

Thanks for reading Five Steps to Agenda Management Automation.  
We hope it helped answer some of your most pressing questions 
and point you in the right direction.

Still, there’s nothing like speaking to an expert and seeing a solution in action 
firsthand. That’s why we’re happy to offer you a free 30-minute demo. 

This 30-minute demo will get right to the heart of your document management 
challenges and demonstrate the many Laserfiche features that will enable you to 
cost effectively meet your organizational goals. 

Click here to schedule your demo 
www.laserfiche.com/demo

This demo is, of course, free of charge and without obligation.
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